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Bravery Unmasked 2017

It is with great pleasure that I present Bravery Unmasked for 2017. The partnership between Casula 
Powerhouse and the NSW Department of Health is strengthened through the continued engagement with 
the Liverpool Wellness Centre and the Macarthur Cancer Therapy Centre. The relationship between Arts 
and Health provides a strong avenue in which the community supports and explores a holistic perspective of 
health, encompassing the individual in social context alongside any diagnosis received.    

The workshops at Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Liverpool Wellness Centre and the Macarthur Cancer 
Therapy Centre have been offering participants the opportunity to explore the psychological impact of cancer. 
From the perspective of those diagnosed as well as carers, family and friends.  Healing is multi-faceted, whilst 
the medical system provides the necessary equipment and support to heal physically the workshops have 
allowed the participants to create a new story around cancer. 

The radiotherapy mask serves as a symbol for the experience of cancer. The mask is a physically restrictive 
element of radiotherapy treatment necessarily keeping the individual stationary. Each mask is moulded 
individually to the patient, ensuring that each treatment pinpoints the physical location of the cancer without 
the need for tattooing the individuals face or neck. 

Manipulation of the mask as an object; painting, cutting away and covering the features enables the individual 
to communicate, elaborate upon and even transform their relationship with cancer. There is a sense of 
empowerment in that the relationship of cancer can be very intrusive, things are done to the individual and 
the experience of helplessness can be quite profound. Transforming the mask encourages the individual to 
consider the manner in which the changing of the mask parallels with the psychological recovery of the 
individual. 

I’d like to thank all of the participants that produced a mask for this exhibition. I would also like to thank 
Dr Dion Forstner, head of the radiation oncology department and Gregory Webb of South Western Sydney 
Health. I would also like to thank the Public Programs and Education team at Casula Powerhouse and Dianne 
McClaughlin for facilitating the workshops. Thanks also go to Hamish Ta-Me for the photography and assistance 
in producing the catalogue of works. 

Nikita Karvounis 
Acting Director 
Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre 

This exhibition is a collaboration between Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre & South Western Sydney Health   
Image credit: Tina Frost Clayton, The eye of the beholder. 



BRAVERY UNMASKED EXHIBITION

The Bravery Unmasked programme in South Western Sydney was inspired by another innovative program 
called Courage Unmasked from Tennessee in the USA (www.courageunmaskedtn.org). It involves decorating 
radiation therapy immobilisation masks. The idea to have this exhibition in Sydney came from a group of 
radiation therapists from Liverpool and Campbelltown Hospitals. The mask were decorated by the patients 
that had used them during their radiation therapy, their carers and also some hospital patients with illnesses 
other than cancer but participating in art therapy classes. These decorated masks were displayed at the main 
creative arts centre close to Liverpool Hospital, Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, in June 2016. Since then 
the mask exhibition has formed a travelling exhibition and has been displayed at Westmead, Blacktown and 
Orange Hospitals. 

Art Therapy using masks have been used as a tool for people to explore emotions and reflect on their 
treatment experience. There is now a lot of evidence on the benefits of art based therapies in healthcare.  
Creative art therapy allows patients or their carers to  express their feelings about a difficult experience, 
explore imagination and creativity, develop coping skills, identify and clarify concerns, improve self-esteem 
and confidence, identify blocks to emotional expression and personal growth, and sharing in a safe nurturing 
environment.

Exhibition launch: Friday 25 August, 6 - 9pm

Dr Dion Forstner

Dion Forstner is a radiation oncologist and head of department at Liverpool and Campbelltown Hospitals. He 
has sub-specialisation in head and neck cancers. He is dean of the Faculty of radiation Oncology at the Royal 
Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists and a board member of Beyond Five. All these causes 
are close to his heart and they are all focused on providing the highest quality cancer care, but particularly 
radiation therapy to patients. He works with a wonderful group of colleagues, but has learnt the most 
from his patients and consumers. His support for this exhibition comes out of knowing the challenges the 
immobilisation mask is for many. 



HOW TREATMENT MASKS ARE MADE



2. Lynna Phan, Christine Ly and Caitlin Sher, Childhood Stories
We covered our mask with popular children’s story pictures and words. We started with tissue paper as a 
base, then photocopies and text from some of our favourite children’s books. We then covered it with glue 
which we mixed with golden glitter.
We did this because we think stories help children and adults to imagine happy vibes while going through 
hard times. We think adults should always remember their favourite childhood stories to help them heal. 

3. Anna Kuroda, Bear Care
If I was in this mask, when I close my eyes, the bears support me in the darkness.

4. Vanessa Winter, Zen Ripples
My mask is an exploration of the idea of vibrational energy. It relates to the experience of meditation and 
the capacity of a person to establish a peaceful and healing place within themselves that can resonate in the 
wider environment.

5. Maja, Deadpool
I chose to represent the Marvel character of Deadpool with my mask as he is both funny and has a depressive 
side. Deadpool shows two sides of himself and is constantly balancing the experiences of these parts of his 
personality.

8. Fran Miller, Don’t Let It Hold You Back
In memoriam of Anita Rose Millett 26.12.1964 – 05.03.2017
The radiation mask is to my mind, a most symbolic embodiment of the bittersweet irony of cancer treatment. 
Often the very treatments extending the life of the patient are the conditions restricting them from living 
fully. My mother’s radiotherapy occurred largely during palliative stages. 
It’s challenging to posit the thoughts and feelings she may have experienced when the technicians fixed her 
to a table with an alien-like mask to restrict her movement; an image I struggle with as she was never one to 
be held back by her illness or her treatment. I suspect heavily that she spent this time mentally mapping out 
her next trip or event. My mother became an expert at juggling her treatment plans with her travel plans and 
frequently had to make concessions for both.  
I find the general rhetoric circulated for cancer sufferers is that they are ‘fighting’ against their illnesses. Most 
tend reject this notion, perhaps because often in reality they have reached a point of acceptance and are 
working with and around their illnesses. The cancer patient knows that the hardest battle is not waged in the 
body but in the mind. The mind must make the decisions that directly affect not only the body but the spirit, 
which arguably becomes more important when the body is failing you. 
For many, like my mother, there comes a time where investing time in active treatment becomes an 
unsustainable notion. Many doctors will treat you until your last breath but it is ultimately up to the individual 
to decide when it is time to stop, to choose not to be held down and enjoy the final liberties of life before 
they are freed from their bodies.

9. Kathryn Flanagan, Different times, Different Weaves. Same hope, Made with love

12. Susan Vuong, Stephanie Ha, Kathryn Flannagan, Benjamin Fatu and Marcia Mofu, 
Healing Cycle
Our mask is about the different stages of healing. We covered our mask in stages. The bottom part with green 
tape and then added flowers. We wove green paper around the neck and put black paper with glitter on the 
head. On one side we put trees and the other a waterfall with sequins and glitter. 
Darkness represents sickness, the stars- hope, water- the journey of healing, and the grass is regrowth and 
starting a new life.



13. Jason Thai, Kevin Tanh and Alex Zhang, Bandaid
We covered our mask with all sorts of bandaids. We covered the mask with white bandage tape as our base 
and then used a whole range of bandaids to cover the remaining space. It was tricky to stick them in the right 
place, but still like on a normal injured person. We overlapped lots of the bandaids to take advantage of the 
spaces and then painted the mask with lacquer.
We put bandaids on because they heal bruises, cuts and injuries, but also because there are different bandaid 
sizes and colours for different purposes and for different aged patients. We liked that bandaids can be serious 
but also fun. 

17. Kelly Read, Untitled (butterflies)
I have used butterflies on my mask as a symbol of transformation. There are mirrors on the mask to signify 
reflection within the transformation. I would like the audience to write on the butterflies with phrases of 
hope and inspiration as it is these things that see us through the tough times.

18. Zoey Winter, Underwater
I wanted my mask to appear as though it came from another world. I wanted it to be realistic but different to 
how we normally relate to each other in the world. I have chosen to make it as though it is under the sea as 
the water changes everything about how we move, interact and connect. 

20. Penny
I have been inspired to create this piece based upon the common threads between myself as a fashion 
designer, and my friend that enjoys crossdressing. I have responded to the masks facial features, the 
predominant adam’s apple in the throat to signify that the wearer was a male. Through embroidery and 
textile techniques I have chosen to explore the relationship between myself as female and the wearer as 
male and how this coincides with the identity of my friend. 

21. Arwynn, Insanity
My mask is about the experience of chaos. It is confusing and doesn’t seem to make sense.

26. Darrah, Mask
My mask is a mask in itself. It represents Aang from Avatar. Aang is an all-powerful element controlling 
character. I chose to represent this with my mask as the world of Avatar is a highly developed fantasy world 
and has interesting characters that echo the human experience of emotions. 

27. Leigh Perrett, Plucked
The eye adjusts to the red light glowing from within, the green shimmer across these dark feathers is lost and 
they become a deathly jet black. Sickness is a bleak reminder of our physical form. Plucked explores the loss 
of freedom, the violent grounding of ascended thought, the need for internal reflection, a reconnection with 
the body, our animal instinct and concentration on survival.

28. Anna Tierney, Pure Potentiality
Excerpt from the book The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success bu Dr. Deepak Chopra: “The first spiritual law 
of success is the Law of PURE POTENTIALITY. This Law is based on the fact that we are, in our essential 
state, pure consciousness. Pure consciousness is pure potentiality; it is the field of all possibilities and infinite 
creativity. Pure consciousness is our spiritual essence.”
Practicing the Law of Pure Potentiality:
• Take time each day to be silent, to connect with your spirit, to just be. 
• Practice nonjudgement. Begin the day with a resolve to not judge anything that occurs.
• Commune with nature. Watch a sunset, listen to the ocean, or simply smell the scent of a flower.



29. Vien Luong, Universal
When creating this mask I thought about the fact that in trying times we often turn to a higher power or 
purpose, but I am not a very religious person, my comfort comes from a belief that there is a universal 
connection between all living things. That I am only part of a greater whole. 
I also used space and the expanse of the universe to show that despite the immensity and uncertainty of an 
endless ‘unknown’ there is undoubtedly a breathtaking beauty out there.
Finally I was reminded of the song lyric by Leonard Cohen, “there is a crack in everything, that’s how the light 
gets in”, and imagined that that is also how our light may escape. The cracks where we seem broken is where 
our light returns to the whole from where it came. 

30. Riley, Trihorn
I wanted to make my mask relate to innocence and feeling different. The pink covering the mask relates to a 
song from preschool about a fluffy pink unicorn, but on the mask the unicorn has three horns that are more 
like an elephants. This speaks to pretending or feeling like you’re trying to be something that doesn’t feel 
true to you.

31. Jessica Vo, Jenny Le and Kelly Nguyen, The Brightness of Life
We wanted to make our mask look like a sparkling sea. First we covered the mask in glitter paint, sequins and 
beads. 
The sea is full of life and is so beautiful. We think that people need to think about beautiful things when they 
are healing, especially if they are in a dark place when they are sick. We had the most joy making our mask 
beautiful.

32. Francis Samuelu and Isaiah Tuitana, Ninja 
We made a ninja sculpture with a pink mask for breast cancer. We used shiny black tape to represent the 
ninja and then made a bright pink mask and used the words ‘Keep Fighting’. 
We thought that because ninjas are the best fighters that we wanted that idea to show that people need to 
keep fighting until they heal.

39. Kira Macarthur, Safehaven
My mask represents a symbol of peace. It is a place that one can escape and relax, like a bubble which 
encloses a haven in which one can connect to self.

40. Bailey, Great Tape
I’ve chosen to make my mask abstract, it has random pieces of tape covering it as though they are exploding. 
The random application of tape makes the mask appear to have a balance of dark and light patches.

41. Sarah Huong
My mask responds to the innocence that is betrayed when someone receives a cancer diagnosis. Those that 
I know that have experienced it have felt betrayed and have wanted their normal life back. This mask relates 
to the desire to return to innocence. 



45. Tukaha Stephens, Dominic Tran and Keith Kennedy, The Ocean
We made a representation of the sea. First we covered our mask with tape and then painted it using oceanic 
colours. We then added sand using small golden beads and shells and sequins to show the glittering of the 
sea. We searched for an appropriate quote to show and put it as the only feature on the face. We used the 
ocean because of how calming it is and the animals and sea creatures have calming noises and the colours 
are very peaceful. We picked the quote because we think that joy is a powerful emotion in healing.

47. Bruce
I have used my mask to explore recovery as a broad theme, particularly in relation to my recovery from 
alcoholism. I can see the parallels in recovery from cancer and alcoholism, both are concerned with re-
engaging in life while still carrying the marks of the experiences that you have had.

49. Jimmy McIntyre
I have been a street artist for many decades and have heard many stories of loss and grief. My mask shows 
the spirit that so many facing cancer possess. In the midst of terrible physical symptoms, a passion for just 
being alive emerges. I have faced many challenges in my life and I resonate strongly with the will to survive 
as a driving force.

50. Dianne McClaughlin, Dragon spirit
The mask that I have chosen to make represents my experience of being an onlooker to the realities of 
cancer. I have several close relationships in which cancer is something that is imposed upon my loved one. 
I am astonished by the tenacity that these people possess. They inspire me in their sheer determination to 
survive.


